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Our mission: “ARCHES is
committed to enriching our student
experiences by providing academic
and personal support to help
facilitate graduation.”
ARCHES, a program under Disability Resource Center (DRC), was
established in 1997 to provide academic support services for Cal Poly
Pomona’s students with disabilities. ARCHES currently serves 150
students each year and accepts applications from new participants
throughout the academic year. Students in the program receive in-depth,
comprehensive support services from time of acceptance through
graduation.
ARCHES TRiO Student Support Services project is funded by a grant from a
U.S. Department of Education TRiO Program. TRiO programs were
established in 1960 to promote educational equity for students who are
traditionally underrepresented in higher education: students who are firstgeneration, low-income, and/or disabled.

Peer Advising
Peer Advisors are trained to work with
the students on specific areas of
concern:
 organizational strategies
 decision making skills
 general study skills
 time/life management (such as
individualized academic calendars
for the quarter with important due
dates for assignments and tests)
 financial literacy

Why Peer
Advising?
Types of Appointments
O New students
O Orientation of ARCHES

services
O Self-referred
O Required

All appointments are 60 minutes
O Can meet more than once

Peer Advising
O Peer Advisors met with 29 students in Fall 2012

and Winter 2013
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Data Collection
Peer Advisor Evaluation distributed in Winter
2013
O Learning Outcome:
O Following a Peer Advisor session, students will

be able to list strategies that impact their
academic performance in one or more key
areas of concern.

O Methodology:
O Peer Advisor assessment tool: 35% return

(10/29)

O Basic demographics

O Satisfaction with Peer advising
O Student learning in key areas of concern
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Study Skills
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Strategies Taught to Student
Time
Management

• Goal setting, motivation, prioritization,
developing an academic calendar,
rewards systems

Organizational
Skills

• Update schedule, establishing study
habits, use planners to organize school
work, prepping for work ahead of time

Study Skills

• Selecting the main idea, identifying
learning strategies, identifying learning
environments, utilizing technology

O “You can schedule it [events] in and get it done with

the help. If schedule is not working, rearrange it and
re-strategize to try something new. Learning to adapt
to new goals, life struggles, and to focus. Keep
trying, not giving up, just motivated to try harder.”

O “Time management, making new study habits, rewarding myself for

doing good work”

O “Sit in front [of class], sleep early, and use a planner”
O “She informed me to write things down when changes of my

schedule happen because sometimes I forget to put it in my
computer.”

O “Talk to my teacher and see what I'm doing wrong then run with that

and fix the problem. Also change the way I'm studying for their
class.”

O “I tried khan academy which was very helpful even for my child,

tutoring was a plus”

Evaluation of Results
O Student is learning basic strategies we expect Peer

Advisors to teach.
O Improve distribution of evaluation and timeframe
O Use campus labs (iPads)

O Develop specific Student Learning Outcomes for

high need areas
O Pre-assessment
O Post-assessment

O Develop SLO’s for Peer Advising Training Program

Questions?

